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Ocean/Saltwater biome crossword puzzle
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Across

2. the average degrees 

fahrenheit of the 

saltwater/ocean biome

6. the deepest trench known to 

mankind is part of the 

saltwater/ocean biome. ten 

percent, the amount of this 

biome that mankind has explored.

9. the percentage the 

Saltwater/ocean biome has on 

earth

11. this creature's bone has 

only half the density of other 

fish bones and there are over 

four hundred and fifty species 

of them in most of the saltwater 

bodies. They are the most 

diverse animal genres on Earth.

12. another word for the ocean 

biome

14. this creature has three 

hearts and blue blood also this 

creature has no bones

15. the scientific name for this 

mammal is Balaenoptera musculus.

16. another major ocean 

southwest of North America and 

southeast of Asia that is part 

of the ocean/saltwater biome.

Down

1. One of the major oceans of 

the saltwater biome (the name of 

a subcontinent south of Asia 

continent separated with China 

by the himalayas)

3. scientist believed that over 

sixty million years ago this 

creature was a four footed land 

mammal. this creature is also 

known as a sea cow

4. the coral looks like a brain 

half opened that is where it got 

the name

5. a zone that takes 90 percent 

of the ten percent of ocean 

mankind has explored ocean, the 

biome this crossword is all 

about

7. the scientific name for this 

saltwater fish is hippocampus 

and the male give birth instead 

of the female

8. the amount of the biome 

mankind has explored

10. the ocean north of Russia 

also part of the ocean/saltwater 

biome

13. this creature has two 

stomachs and about forty 

species.


